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The Theory Of Cognitive Psychology Essay One major perspective within psychology is known as cognitive psychology,
which is primarily concerned with the.

The individual tries to define moral values that are valid apart from the authority of groups. To clarify, Dr. Get
Essay One of his most significant achievements was his research in developmental psychology and the
resultant theory in cognitive development. CBT focuses on how cognitively think and how our emotions
control our behavioral responses. Stage 1 uses punishment to dissuade the individual from doing the action
and continuing to obey the rules. Object permanence which is the understanding that objects continue to exist
even when they cannot be observed and separation anxiety develop in this stage. CBT is a combination of two
types of therapy, cognitive therapy and behavioral therapy. Post-traumatic stress disorder is defined as "a
mental health condition that is triggered by exposure to actual or threatened death, serious injury or sexual
violation," American Psychiatric Association,  Cognitive Psychology is the scientific study of the mind as an
information processor. Biomedical, cognitive behavioural and psychodynamic approach can be used
alongside, as treatment methods to help Joseph with his disorder. In Stage 5 existing laws which are created to
protect individual rights define moral actions and the individual examines various values and opinions of
different people before deciding on the morality of the action. Aaron Beck developed a new approach to
treating depression called Cognitive therapy, which is now called Cognitive-behavioral therapy. Amongst
these areas of developmental psychology, I will focus on cognitive development in children between the ages
of 1 and 4. However, cognitive psychologists regard it as essential to look at the mental processes of an
organism and how these influence behaviour. Kohlberg hypothesized moral development occurring over five
hierarchical stages. Evidence from such approaches can be used to understand in depth, the mental processes
forming cognition. Cognitive approach highly influential in all areas of psychology e. He explains that there is
empirical evidence of CBT for treatment of a variety of disorders. Intelligence at this stage is demonstrated
through the logical use of symbols related to abstract concepts. They now realize that rules are not absolute
and really just ways that human beings to cooperate and coexist. This is not only important for the client, but
the counsellor as well, who must be self-aware and knowledgeable about any development issues in his or her
past that may benefit from a review of the theories. However, CBT has an interesting history dating back to
the s in the United States and even earlier in other parts of the world. Current network scenario is experiencing
the huge spectrum scarcity problem due to the fixed assignment policy so in this method great amount of
spectrum remain unused.


